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LogMatrix Attracts Industry Talent to form Advisory Board 

Advisory Board to support LogMatrix leadership team for continued growth and success. 

Marlborough, MA - January 19, 2010 - LogMatrix, a provider of compliance, security, and service 
management solutions announced today that it has created an Advisory Board of industry experts, which 
includes Dennis Devlin, currently Chief Information Security Officer at Brandeis University.   

Dennis Devlin’s information technology leadership experience in both private industry and higher 
education spans four decades. Prior to his current position Dennis was Vice President and Chief Security 
Officer of The Thomson Corporation, a member of the senior IT leadership team at Harvard University, 
and an IT manager and individual contributor for the American Hoechst Corporation. 

Mr. Devlin is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and has completed extensive continuing 
education in information technology and management. He has guest lectured at the UCLA Anderson 
School of Management, Babson College Center for Information Management Studies, University of 
Massachusetts Strategic Information Technology Center and the Center for Advancing Business through 
Information Technology at Arizona State University.  

Dennis has previously served on Higher Education Technology Advisory Councils for Microsoft, IBM 
and Apple, and is a frequent presenter at meetings and conferences including the RSA Conference, 
Qualys Security Conference, SC Magazine US Forum, MIS Training Institute, and Gartner IT Security 
Summit. He has also written for Secure Business Quarterly and SC Magazine and served on CSO 
advisory boards for RSA Security Inc., Qualys, Verdasys, GeoTrust, ChosenSecurity and the CSO 
Editorial Advisory Board for SC Magazine. 

The objective of the Advisory Board is to provide the LogMatrix leadership team with actionable 
strategic counsel on emerging industry trends, market and partnership opportunities, competition, 
technology direction and alignment of the company's product strategy with market requirements. 
 
"We are very pleased to have such an experienced and well respected executive on our Advisory Board 
as Dennis and look forward to his insight and continued guidance," said Bill Seibel, Chairman of 
LogMatrix."  The experience, business acumen, and industry contacts and relations that Dennis brings to 
our Advisory Board will be a tremendous asset to the company as we scale to meet the accelerated 
demand for Log and Event Management, Compliance automation, and Service Management." 

About LogMatrix   (Your Logs + Our Analytics = Actionable Intelligence) 

LogMatrix supports your regulatory compliance initiatives, detects security threats, and improves service 
availability and performance -- faster and at a much lower total cost than our competitors.  Our underlying full 
featured real-time data analytics platform enables a faster speed of deployment (days – not months); significantly 
reduces ongoing manpower requirements, and supports the same standards-based hardware and software already 
managed by your organization.  And our highly scalable software-only solutions are currently implemented at 
some of the largest and most demanding F1000 companies.  For more information, visit www.LogMatrix.com or 
call +1 (508) 597-5300. 


